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Abstract

across partitions without using additional techniques.

We introduce Egalitarian Paxos, a new distributed consensus algorithm that achieves three goals: (1) optimal
commit latency in the wide-area when tolerating one and
two failures, under realistic conditions; (2) uniform load
balancing across all replicas (thus achieving high throughput); and (3) graceful performance degradation and uninterrupted availability when replicas are slow or crash.
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Contribution

Egalitarian Paxos (EPaxos) has no designated leader process. Instead, clients can choose, at every step, which
replica to submit a command to, and in most cases the
command will be committed without interfering with
other concurrent commands. This allows the system
to evenly distribute the load to all replicas, eliminating
the first bottleneck identified above (having one server
that must be on the critical path for all communication).
EPaxos’s flexible load distribution is better able to handle permanently or transiently slow nodes than previous
Paxos variants, as well as the latency heterogeneity caused
by geographical distribution of replicas, substantially reducing both the median and tail commit latency (EPaxos
has optimal median commit latency in the wide-area).
Finally, the system can provide higher availability and
higher performance under failures because there is no
transient interruption because of leader election: there is
no leader, and hence, no need for leader election, as long
as more than half of the replicas are available.

Problem Statement

Distributed computing today places two main demands
on replication protocols: (1) high throughput for replication inside a computing cluster and (2) low latency for
replication across data centers. Today’s clusters use faulttolerant, highly available coordination engines such as
Chubby [2], Boxwood [6], or ZooKeeper [5] for activities including operation sequencing, coordination, leader
election, and resource discovery. Modern databases are
accessed simultaneously from different continents, requiring geo-replication [1, 4].
An important limitation in these systems is that during
efficient, failure-free operation, all clients communicate
with a single master (or leader) server at all times. This
optimization, sometimes termed “Multi-Paxos,” is important to achieving high throughput in practical systems [3].
Changing the leader requires invoking additional consensus mechanisms that substantially reduce throughput.
This algorithmic limitation has several important consequences. First, when performing geo-replication, clients
will incur additional latency for communicating with a remote master. Second, it can impair scalability by placing
a disproportionally high load on the master, which must
process more messages than the other replicas [7]. Third,
traditional Paxos variants are sensitive to both long-term
and transient load spikes and network delays that increase
latency at the master. Finally, this single-master optimization can harm availability: if the master fails, the system
cannot service requests until a new master is elected. Previously proposed solutions such as partitioning or using
proxy servers are undesirable because they restrict the
type of operations the cluster can perform. For example,
a partitioned cluster cannot perform atomic operations
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